The dissemination of cholera by human intercourse has been very generally accepted as one of the best established facts in eqidemiology. The history of the disease beyond India has lent more clear support to the doctrine than the incidents and course of epidemics in India.
and thus achieve his Mecca.
A definite rule for exercise which is applicaable to everybody cannot be laid down. Some men seem to require more exercise than others, but this is very largely a matter of habit, and probably nearly anyone whose work does not confine him rigidly to one chair throughout the day could accustom himself to a very much more modest exercise routine than that of the average European of the present day, say one hour of tennis or half an hour of squash during the week, and two afternoons of tennis of not more than 3 sets each if it is the hot weatheror two rounds of golf during the week-end. If he finds that he gets "livery" then he must lool< to his food for the cause and regulate his diet For the man who never moves from his offi c chair the addition to a short daily walk would certainly be beneJwal. [Aug., 1954 We have perhaps drawn slightly exaggerated pictures, but there is very little doubt that the European in India does on the whole tend to take too much exercise, whereas the Indian the middle or upper class definitely takes too little.
